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About This Content

Want to become a legend? This Legendary Loot Pack will guarantee you’ll have the look and means for it!

This loot pack will reward you with a a bunch of legendary loot and a unique mount! On top of that, you’ll get a pile of gems to
spend as you wish in game!
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Exclusive Legendary "Barky, The Delighted Doggo" Mount (3x color variations)

5 Legendary Outfit Chests containing three cosmetic items each.
Each chest guarantees a legendary outfit that you don’t already own.

3.500 Gems
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The overall engine for Cultures 8th Wonder (aka Cultures 4) is nearly identical to Cultures 2 & 3, so it plays more like an
expansion than a sequel, however it's certainly great to see this type of game available on Steam. Having been out of gaming for
a while, I had missed the release of Cultures 3 and 4.
The only drawback is that the game doesn't enable the player to play any of the other cultures in the Free Play mode. Not a
game-killer, but a bit of variety would have been nice.
It's a big time killer for people who enjoy micro-management (even down to population creation!) with combat being a bit
kluggy and an afterthough (having to choose every bit of equipment for every soldier makes raising large armies very time
consuming).
Overall, a great game that follows a good control base and, at the price it's being charged on Steam, it's practically a steal!. Hello
everybody,

the game has a LOT of potential, very beautiful graphics and it seems to be very interesting story - still need a lot of things to be
finished! Keep up the good work, devs!!. Love it, prestige, prestige and prestige all over again while u one man army through
the enemy team! GR8 Fun and multiplayer allows for replayabilty but lots of nooby and complaining players!
Campaign had an interesting storyline and twist, plus zombies is a must play with your friends!

I would r8 it 8/8 kwickscopes M8. First I want to say that the game is a solid shoot'em up. It feels like a vertical R-Type with a
late 8-bit\/early 16-bit feel to it. The gameplay feels like a good starting point for players who are just getting into the genre and
don't want to have a wall of bullets thrown at their face. It also offers just enough difficulty in the later stages in normal mode to
keep things interesting for novice players like myself. The hard difficulty is where players with a little more skill than myself
will find their fun since normal mode is pretty much 1CC'able first time around for expert players.

The music is also pretty darn good and really gives an older play like myself a warm and fuzzy sense of nostalgia when playing.
The sound effects also sound like something straight from a classic shooter from the yester-years. Overall I think the sound and
music for the game are spot on and go great with the aesthetics.

Weapon variety in this game feels great and weapons don't feel thrown in just for the sake of choice. The play gets to choose
from 3 charge attacks in the beginning. Each attack comes with pros. The Megashot, for example, stops your ship upon fire
rather due to kickback, but grants you a huge damage boost. The weapon upgrades feel great and all have different damage
levels along with utility that make certain situations more tolerable.

The game is pretty bare when it comes to configurations. To put the game into TATE you have to set your monitor to landscape.
This isn't a big issue, but people will find this annoying. The game also automatically scales to your current monitor resolution
instead of allowing you to select it. The game itself runs fantastic. These are issues to be expected from a game made by a
ridiculously small team with a micro budget.

Overall this is a solid purchase for those looking to scratch that shmup itch.. This is only 69p in the sale and I like it. I suspect
it's going to get comedically difficult as the career progresses but I like the risk \/ reward of the boost system being converted to
time at the end. This means that being conservative with the boost can help you win the race even if you are not first across the
line. Gameplay-wise, it feels like Flatout, if not quite as good as Bugbear's classic racing games.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nWxMqj9M2vQ

I nearly gave Tile Rider a positive review based on it's excellent technical execution alone, but there wasn't much that impressed
me besides it. I found the gameplay and puzzles to be easy, bland and forgettable despite their wide variety. The look of the
game and music also lacked any charm that may have helped made the game more memorable or engaging.

Pros
-No bugs found
-Controls well
-Clear tutorial
-Wide Variety of puzzles and gameplay

Cons
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-Graphics are uninspired
-Music is mind numbing
-Gameplay is too easy
-None of the wide variety of levels is particularily compelling

DISCLAIMER: Review is based on approx. 1 hour of gameplay.. What I expected to be a regular old sci-fi visual novel with
dramatic moments turned out much more. This VN was able to really get me into the heads of the characters, and feel the
emotions they had felt on the brink of death, loneliness, and longing for love. I definitely recommend it, and it is one of the
most human VNs I have read to date.. Every bit of its wonderful uniqueness is best experienced through a youtube let's play.

Unless uniqueness is truly of paramount importnance to your enjoyment of a game, don't buy this. I desperatately tried to enjoy
it and despite a very intriguing and promising tone and intro, I was left with nothing but an extremely frustrating trial-and-error.

I have an immense enjoyment of old-fashioned difficulty. This is not that,

I spent an hour trying to navigate samey labrynths only to be two-shot staggered and killed by enemies whose level design.
stealth, and immense agro range made them nigh-unknowable.

This is a wonderful game that refuses to be played. If you have money, time, and a lot of patience to spare, by all means play
this: it really is a breath of fresh air. And if that's for you then great! You might actually really like this game!

Unfortunately for the rest of us it's more of a breath of fresh fart.. An amazing way to demonstrate VR; the experience and
interaction is fantastic. The Conductor spell is my favorite spell.

You will enjoy this free little game. I'm suprised it's free.

10/10
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It has great grafics and its really fun. Just a great game!
Great sound, atmosphere and perfect level design.
How could I miss this game? I just don't know.... Not starting.. Not one of the best arcade scrolling shooters, but still fun and
challenging :D. Everything is black. All I see is the blood of the melons I've slaughtered. I was eventually viciously murdered
then savagely eaten by the melons.. This is a fabulous addon and i'd say is *just about* worth \u00a36.

First off, the modeling and the animations are rather good. The thing that amazed me is that the pantograph is animated and
moves on some sort of hydraulic sled when the train is going round a corner so it moves to keep contact with the over head
wires. The steps that fold out when the doors are open are also there. The tilting is a little strange since it's not controled with
track-side sensors, but is just when it's at a corner so it can jolt you to one side before it starts to tilt.

But the train does have some flaws. The horn is strangely loud, i can be at the back of the train and it sounds like i'm infront of
it.
The cab is a little sparse when it comes to buttons you can press. You can't choose which specific lighting arrangement you
want, you can't choose which wiper speed you want, but you can turn the tilt off.

Overall, this is a nice little thing to have, good for speed on rather curvy routes (Going 155 in a 50 zone maxes out the tilt). The
modeling and lighting is quite nice and it is really good when it comes to FPS, but the passenger view is a little laggy for my
liking. It comes with three liveries with some that you can get elsewhere.

9.5\/10 and 155mph just about anywhere you want!
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